
DATA SHEET

Cloudera Fast Forward Labs partners with clients in every industry across di�erent phases of
their data journey.  Our Resident Data Scientists provide powerful technical guidance, knowledge
transfer, and targeted application development skills to optimize your existing machine learning
(ML) capabilities and accelerate new projects.

Available through monthly on-site engagements supplemented with remote advising hours,
Resident Data Scientists apply Cloudera Fast Forward Labs’ industry-leading expertise to guide
your enterprise ML journey, speeding time to results and adding value as an embedded member
of your team.

The Resident Data Scientist service supports your team in three ways:

Unlock the Power of Cloudera: From the Edge to AI

As members of the Cloudera Fast Forward Labs team, each Resident Data Scientist can instantly 
tap into a world-class and ever-growing library of applied ML research and expert guidance.  And 
Resident Data Scientists have immediate access to experts across the breadth of Cloudera for 
help implementing the most challenging machine learning and analytics solutions for data 
anywhere — from the edge to the datacenter, on premises or in the cloud.

Value Aligned to Your Success Metrics

The ReLearn more at: www.cloudera.com/more/services-and-support/fast-forward-
labs.htmlsident Data Scientist service delivers periodic business reviews to keep stakeholders 
informed and ensure Resident Data Scientist services are continually aligned with business goals 
and success metrics.

Availability and Ordering

The Cloudera Fast Forward Labs Resident Data Scientist service is available worldwide for 
purchase directly from Cloudera. Service delivery details may vary by region and are dependent 
on specific engagement terms.

RESIDENT DATA SCIENTIST
Connecting the key elements of a data-driven organization

Accelerate your organization’s AI
journey with Cloudera Fast Forward
Labs’ unique, research-driven approach
to ML transformation.

_

Boost machine learning outcomes with
access to the combined knowledge and
expertise of the Cloudera Fast Forward
Labs team focused through a domain
expert Data Scientist embedded
directly in your organization.

_

Accelerate time to results with a
Resident Data Scientist on-site from
one to four weeks per month,
supplemented with remote advising
hours, or a schedule adapted to meet
your unique needs.

_ Ongoing, Flexible Support: Support for ML project requirements not scoped at the contract
or engagement initiation period, such as additional model design, development,
experimentation, and operationalization support, or targeted research.

_

ML Readiness and Operations Support: In partnership with remote Cloudera Fast Forward
Labs Strategy and/or Advising engagement teams, the Resident Data Scientist helps resolve
identified data and operational gaps impacting implementation of an ML strategy.

_

ML Field Report: Cloudera Fast Forward Labs prepares a bi-annual analysis of your ML
technology and operations environment to ensure alignment with best practices and
emerging techniques and technologies, including open source.

_
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